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PREFACE

Background

In 1996, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation funded the Youth Law Center, the Juvenile Law Center, and the American Bar Association Juvenile Justice Center to develop and provide training for juvenile justice professionals around the country. The goal of the project was to develop a training curriculum that applied the findings of adolescent development and related research to practice issues confronted by juvenile court practitioners at the various decision-making stages of the juvenile justice process. The long range objective was to improve the quality of decisions made by juvenile court practitioners.

Two jurisdictions – West Palm Beach, Florida and Oakland, California – agreed to serve as pilot training sites. Project staff worked with juvenile court professionals at both sites and a national advisory committee of practitioners and trainers to identify the training topics. The topics chosen were relevant to adolescent development and related research, unique to juvenile court practice, and typically excluded from professional training curricula.

Over the course of two years, the project sponsored a series of trainings in the pilot sites. The trainings were developed and delivered by experts from all parts of the country. Project staff recruited trainers with specialized knowledge in the relevant subject matter whose expertise was broadly relevant to juvenile court practice. The trainings were cross-disciplinary -- delivering the information to judges, prosecutors, defenders and probation staff at the same time. In both sites, the presiding juvenile court judge set aside specific dates for the trainings, and either closed the courts or lengthened the lunch recess. Most of the trainings were three hours long.

Project staff then created training modules that corresponded to the training topics. The resulting modules incorporate the materials developed by the trainers; supplemental research, literature and training materials; and feedback from the pilot sites. The completed modules were reviewed by a group of professionals with broad expertise in each subject matter.

The Training Modules

The training curriculum consists of six separate modules:

Module One: Kids Are Different: How Knowledge of Adolescent Development Theory Can Aid Decision-Making in Court

Module Two: Talking to Teens in the Justice System: Strategies for Interviewing Adolescent Defendants, Witnesses, and Victims

The Foundation also launched the MacArthur Foundation Research Network on Adolescent Development and Juvenile Justice in 1997. The mission of the Network is to develop new knowledge regarding the assumptions on which the juvenile justice system functions, and to improve legal practice and policy-making with accurate information about adolescent development. For more information about the Network, please consult its website: http://www.mac-adoldev-juvjustice.org.
Module Three: Mental Health Assessments in the Justice System: How To Get High Quality Evaluations and What To Do With Them in Court

Module Four: The Pathways to Juvenile Violence: How Child Maltreatment and Other Risk Factors Lead Children to Chronically Aggressive Behavior

Module Five: Special Ed Kids in the Justice System: How to Recognize and Treat Young People with Disabilities That Compromise Their Ability to Comprehend, Learn, and Behave

Module Six: Evaluating Youth Competence in the Justice System

The modules were designed for maximum flexibility and broad application. The modules stand alone, so that jurisdictions can use any individual module or any combination of modules. Each module contains extensive information on the topic, which can form the core of the training, as well as a “tool kit” containing interactive exercises, hypothetical cases, video clips and other training tools. The information in the modules is sufficiently general to apply in any jurisdiction. However, the tools can be adapted to make the subject matter relevant to the daily practice of participants in any particular training site. The curriculum also contains an extensive literature review listing materials relevant to the training topics and related subjects. Selected articles can be assigned for reading prior to the trainings, or the literature review can be made available as a general resource.

Project staff also incorporated the advice of adult learning specialists and professional trainers who served as consultants to the project. These consultants recommended that trainers emphasize a limited number of basic concepts in each subject area and actively engage participants in the learning process. Thus, each module contains a list of the major themes to be discussed, and the subsequent information refers back to those main themes. Similarly, the modules contain several interactive exercises to involve the audience in the training process and to draw upon their experiences to illustrate significant points.

How to Use the Curriculum in Your Jurisdiction

Effective use of this curriculum in a local jurisdiction requires an individual or group of people to organize trainings that are tailored to the specific needs of practitioners. It is important to engage practitioners in the planning process from the beginning. Organizers can work with representatives from the relevant professional groups to determine what areas they are interested in covering. This feedback will help organizers decide whether to present the entire curriculum or select individual modules.

Organizers can also ask the participants to recommend potential trainers. Trainers should have expertise and experience in the relevant subject matter. Familiarity with local juvenile court practice is also helpful. However, it is even more important that the trainer be skilled in engaging the audience in the learning process, drawing from their experience and utilizing tools to make the subject matter relevant to daily juvenile court practice. Straight lecture format – even by a learned and interesting trainer -- is not usually an effective method for presenting the material. Potential sources for trainers are local colleges and universities; law schools; local chapters of national organizations, such as the American Psychological Association; and local or state professional organizations and societies. Organizers may also contact the American Bar Association Juvenile Justice Center for suggestions for experts to conduct the trainings.
Organizers can work with trainers to adapt the curriculum to make it relevant to local practice and current issues. Again, consultation with the relevant professional groups is important. For example, a fact pattern in the curriculum may require some changes to accurately reflect state law, local practice and current trends. Similarly, a video clip in the tool kit may present a scenario that is not representative of the issues important to the audience.

Organizers can also decide whether to conduct cross-disciplinary trainings, or to train professional groups separately. There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach. Cross-disciplinary trainings ensure that all of the juvenile court practitioners benefit from the same information. Issues raised and insights gained from the trainings may lead to changes in practice, which will be more successful if there is shared understanding and consensus among juvenile court professionals. Training the professions together also presents the opportunity for lively discussions among practitioners who have different roles and perceptions of the juvenile court process. On the other hand, candid discussion may be less likely with traditional adversaries in the same room. Attorneys or probation officers might also be reluctant to openly discuss local problems in the presence of juvenile court judges. There is also some advantage to tailoring the presentation of information to the specific professional groups because they are likely to use the information differently. Organizers should consult with the professional groups and determine what means of delivering the training best meets their needs and concerns.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The goal of Module Two is for participants to develop techniques for successfully interviewing adolescents involved in the court system, whether they are defendants, witnesses or victims. Juvenile court personnel engage in one-on-one discussions with teenagers on a daily basis to obtain critical information for decision-making purposes. For example, defense attorneys interview their clients to develop an investigation plan and trial strategy. Prosecutors talk to victims and witnesses to determine whether and how to prosecute. Probation officers gather information for disposition planning, and then regularly meet with supervisees to monitor compliance with terms of probation.

This Module first reviews the unique aspects of adolescent development that have implications for interviewing adolescents. Several developmental considerations -- such as limitations in cognitive capacities, present-oriented thinking, egocentricity, and perceptions of authority figures -- impact the interview dynamic. This Module helps interviewers learn how to factor these considerations into, for example, their demeanor and approach during the interview and the language they use. Participants learn how to gauge a young person’s level of language competence and how they process information so that they can structure their questions accordingly.

By critiquing videotaped interviews and engaging in role-plays, participants develop critical skills for successful interviewing, including techniques for:

- putting the child at ease and developing rapport
- conveying a non-judgmental demeanor
- obtaining the maximum amount of information in a limited time frame
- defusing an angry teenager

The Module also includes sections on interviewing special populations, such as adolescents who are depressed, younger adolescents (ages 11-13), and teenagers who are victims of sexual assault/abuse.
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I. Introduction

A. Goal of this module. To identify and learn techniques for successfully interviewing adolescents involved in the court system, including adolescent defendants, witnesses and victims.

B. What types of adult-juvenile interviews take place within the juvenile justice system?

Sample list of adult-juvenile interviews:

- **Intake interview of juvenile defendant.**
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: typically a probation officer.
  PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: When juvenile first taken into custody by police, taken to an intake point where a probation officer or other intake staff makes an initial decision on how to proceed (i.e., whether to detain the juvenile or release him/her pending the first court appearance).

- **Cellblock interview with juvenile defendant.**
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: Public Defender, court-appointed attorney.
  PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: to gather information in preparation for preliminary hearing during which judge will make decision whether to detain or release the juvenile pre-trial.

- **Full interview of juvenile defendant**
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: Public Defender, court-appointed attorney.
  PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: to gather all relevant information about the alleged offense and events leading up to arrest, so that attorney may commence investigation, file relevant motions and prepare for trial.

- **Disposition interview of juvenile defendant.**
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: probation officer, court social services.
  PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: to gather information about the juvenile from which a treatment plan can be fashioned.

- **Probation check-ins with juvenile defendant.**
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: probation officer.
  PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: to monitor juvenile’s compliance with terms of court-ordered probation.

- **Interview with adolescent witness.**
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: prosecutor; defense attorney.

Interactive Exercise

Elicit from participants a list of the adult-juvenile interviews that are conducted at different points in the juvenile court system. For each type of interview, ask the participants to briefly describe the following:

- job title/function of the adult(s) conducting the interview.
- purpose of interview (What will the information be used for?).
- typical physical environment in which the interview takes place.
- when (in the chronology of court proceedings) does the interview take place.
- types of questions asked.
- type of information conveyed to the adolescent interviewee.
PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: for prosecutor: to gather information to make initial decision about whether/what to charge, and to anticipate testimony if case goes to trial. For defense attorney: to anticipate testimony if case goes to trial.

• Interview with adolescent victim/complainant.
  ADULT INTERVIEWER: prosecutor; defense attorney.
  PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW: for prosecutor: to gather information to make initial decision about whether/what to charge, and to anticipate testimony if case goes to trial. For defense attorney: to anticipate testimony if case goes to trial.

C. Summary of major themes to be discussed.

1. Interviewers should employ “developmentally-sensitive questioning.” This means that the interviewer must gauge the juvenile’s level of language competence and how they process information, and structure the questions accordingly. In general, interviewers must avoid asking long questions with a lot of information and choices when interviewing young people.

2. Building rapport and putting the young person at ease is key to a successful interview.

3. Interviewer must be sensitive to structuring questions and using a tone of voice that is non-judgmental.

4. Interviewer must always ask him/herself to what extent a young person’s behavior during an interview is caused by the way you interview him/her, and to what extent is his behavior an indicator of really who s/he is.

Interactive Exercise:

Ask participants to describe the following with regard to interviews they conduct with juveniles in the court system, to generate list of potential topics for discussion throughout the class.

• What external factors impact the quality of the interview?
• What thwarts your ability to have a successful interview?
• What factors contribute to a successful interview?
• What aspects of the interview are you most comfortable with?
• What aspects of the interview process do you find most difficult?
• Describe techniques you have used (and with what degree of success) to:
  " put an adolescent at ease, build a rapport with the adolescent.
  " gauge if an adolescent is understanding you.
  " clarify slang that the juvenile is using but you do not understand.
  " get an adolescent to give you more than a shrug or a monosyllabic answer.

Interactive Exercise:

Show photo of a child in a “closed off” position. Ask: What assumptions does the audience make about the child from his body language. Would it change the interviewer’s technique if they knew (fill in the blank) about the child, i.e., that they were abused, parents are drug abusers, lives in a neighborhood where one out of four children carry guns, etc.
I. Learning about good and bad interview techniques from critiquing interviews

Interactive Exercise:

CRITIQUING ADULT-JUVENILE INTERVIEWS IN THE JUVENILE COURT SYSTEM

(Note to trainers: see box on page 5 entitled "Tips for Trainers" for teaching and discussion points to use in this exercise.)

The purpose of this exercise is for participants to identify poor and successful interview techniques by watching adult-juvenile interviews.

Step 1: Ask participants to view the interview simulation videotape included with this curriculum, or one or more of the video clips suggested below. Or role play one of the simulated interviews attached as Appendix A.

Step 2: Hand out the small group exercise worksheet included as Appendix B. Break the audience into small groups. (If at all possible, make sure that there is a representation from each of the professions -- judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and probation officers -- in each group.) Ask each group to select one individual to act as the group’s recorder and reporter.

Step 3: Ask each group to discuss and answer the questions on the worksheet for each video and/or role play that was viewed. The individual appointed as the recorder should record the group’s answers to the questions on the worksheet, and be prepared to report on the group’s answers.

AUDIOVISUAL AID

Trainers can show the following clips from movies to illustrate key concepts and stimulate discussion. (Times given indicate the scene(s) placement in the movie.)

*Kids* (1995) d. Larry Clark

21:30-23:00, 25:00-27:00
Two teenage girls – Jenny and Ruby – go to a clinic to be tested for HIV and other STDs. The tests are preceded by information-gathering interviews with health professionals. In the second scene, the girls receive their test results.
45:00-48:00
In this scene, a cab driver notices that his teen passenger, Jenny, is upset and attempts to get Jenny to talk about what is bothering her. At first, Jenny is reluctant to talk. The cabdriver is persistent but not overbearing, and uses praise and warmth to get Jenny to open up.


At the beginning of this episode, two key events occur. A gun goes off in the school hallway while class is in session, and Brian Krakow has some knowledge about what occurred. In addition, a rumor begins circulating around school that Angela and Jordan have slept together.

12:45-14:40, 25:10-26:00, 35:00-36:10, 44:00-45:30
In this series of scenes, the school principal – sometimes in the presence of the police – interviews Brian to find out what he witnessed. The principal threatens Brian to pressure him into revealing what he knows.

22:15-23:50
In this scene, a teacher engages his class in a discussion about how they feel about guns in school. One student – Ricky – tells the teacher that teenagers are sometimes justified in carrying guns to protect themselves, and that adults just don’t understand how threatened teenagers feel today. (In a later scene, 39:30-42:30, Ricky tells Angela that he wants people to think that he carries a gun because he gets harassed a lot.)

24:15-25:00, 27:00-28:10
A school guidance counselor talks with students about their feelings regarding the gun incident.

20:15-21:30, 28:10-31:00
Angela’s mother confronts Angela about the rumor that Angela has slept with Jordan. Later Angela and her mother have a discussion about sex.

**Stand and Deliver** (1988) d. Ramon Menendez

46:00-47:40
Math teacher Mr. Kimo tries to talk Frank out of his plans to quit school to work a forklift.

48:45-50:45
Mr. Kimo teases Claudia when she daydreams in class; later Mr. Kimo comforts Claudia when she breaks down in tears over the stress of being a teenager.
Streetwise (documentary) (1984) d. Martin Bell

8:30-10:00, 11:20-14:00
Tiny, a 14 year-old girl who works as a prostitute, is interviewed by a health professional regarding her sexual history prior to a gynecological examination. The interviewer is not shown on tape, but pay attention to her tone of voice and the wording of her questions. (This scene contrasts well with the health clinic scene in Kids described on the page 3.)


22:00-24:15
K.D. is watching It’s a Wonderful Life with his grandparents when his friend Kevin comes to the door. K.D.’s grandfather attempts to talk with the two teenagers about the “trouble” they’ve been getting into on the street, quoting the Bible. Kevin replies that he doesn’t think God cares much about them, because where they live is messed up.


1:00:00-1:01:45
Shirley’s employer sees that the teenager is troubled, and engages her in a conversation. Shirley admits that she is worried that Dennis is going to do something stupid. (We know from earlier scenes that Dennis is planning to commit an armed robbery in order to raise money to leave Brooklyn.)

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Interactive Exercise on Critiquing Adult-Juvenile Interviews

It is important for trainers to choose and modify role plays of interviews so that they accurately depict practice in your jurisdiction. Trainers are greatly encouraged to find additional video clips and/or develop role plays of adult-juvenile interviews that accurately portray the experiences of professionals in your jurisdiction if the ones supplied with this module are not appropriate. Where possible, we suggest recruiting teenagers from local acting troupes, high school drama clubs, etc., to play the role of the interviewee for exercises in this module. The trainer or other course facilitator should play the role of the interviewer.

The following interview techniques and adolescent behavior should be illustrated by the video clips and/or role plays that you choose to exhibit in order to stimulate discussion and create a foundation for teaching points.
An interviewer employing poor interview techniques:

- fails to develop rapport with young person and put him/her at ease.
- fails to respond to young person’s questions and concerns.
- uses words and phrases that young person is not likely to understand.
- asks questions and makes statements that sound judgmental (because of wording and/or tone).
- asks close-ended questions which don’t allow the young person to describe his/her experience.
- gets stuck in a standoff or stalemate with young person over a disputed fact (i.e., whether young person committed the charged offense, whether young person goes to school) and interviewer does not negotiate around the dispute to continue interview.

An interviewer employing good interview techniques:

- develops rapport with young person and puts him/her at ease.
- calms an anxious or hostile young person.
- responds to young person’s questions and concerns without getting stuck on them for the entire interview.
- clearly communicates his/her role and the purpose of the interview.
- uses simple words and short sentences.
- asks open-ended questions and follow-up questions that are successful at getting the young person to tell his/her story.
- successfully gets an interview back on track when young person becomes fixated on one question or statement.

If you are creating your own role play, young person should do/exhibit one or more of the following during the interview:

- answers many questions with a yes, no, shrug, or okay.
- becomes fixated on correcting a statement made by the interviewer (i.e., the police say you committed this offense, it says here that you don’t go to school, etc.).
- becomes increasingly hostile and frustrated by the interviewer’s questions.
- exhibits trouble understanding what the interviewer is asking, and so responds to the questions but with the inappropriate information.
- constantly interrupts the interviewer.
- begins talking as soon as the interviewer gets into the room (i.e., I didn’t do it, I didn’t see anything, etc.).
II. **How the Unique Aspects of Adolescent Development Impact the Interview Dynamic**

A. **Developmental considerations** that we discussed in Module One have implications for the demeanor and approach of the interviewer, for the language to be employed during an interview, as well as for the structure of the questions to be asked.

B. **Differences in cognitive capacities** between the adult-interviewer and adolescent-interviewee pose challenges to a successful interview.

1. **Adolescents process questions differently from adults.**
   a. Children’s and adolescents’ abilities to comprehend what others say to them and to express themselves through language progress as they mature. In general, adolescents begin to think and express themselves more like adults than children, as they are developing abilities to think that are more efficient and effective. However, these intellectual changes are gradual, and it is not until middle or late adolescence that these abilities become integrated into the individual’s general approach to thinking and reasoning.

   b. It is also important to keep in mind that many adolescents who have contact with the juvenile justice system have learning disabilities and attention deficits. (Module Four specifically focuses on special education issues.)

   c. **Implications for interviewing:** Adult interviewers must gauge an adolescent’s ability to process language, his/her level of vocabulary, ability to abstract, and other indicators of cognitive development in order to structure appropriate questions. We will be discussing specific techniques that you can use to pose developmentally-sensitive interview questions.

2. **Adolescents think more in the present and have trouble focusing on the future.**
   a. Adolescents’ attitudes about time differ from those of adults. Generally, adolescents seem to discount the future more and weigh more heavily the short-term (as opposed to long-term) consequences -- both the risk and benefits -- of decisions. Adolescents will be more concerned about what will happen that day, and have more difficulty talking about an event that won’t occur until some time in the future. Thus, for example, in a cellblock interview, a teenager wants to know if he will be released that day, but you’re asking him questions about whether he will go back to school, a seemingly irrelevant, future event.

   b. **Implications for interviewing:** Interviewers have to make the connections -- between what information the interviewer is seeking and the teenager’s interests -- for the teenager to see. The interviewer has to somehow address the teen’s immediate concerns to put the interview back on track.

3. **Adolescents are fairness fanatics.**
a. With their increased cognitive abilities, adolescents often embrace principles with a vengeance. They insist idealistically on what should be, and are intolerant of anything that seems unfair or arbitrary. Further, in line with their own development of personal autonomy and resistance to authority figures, they will challenge social conventions in the name of principle.

b. A common mistake that interviewers make is assuming that if they apologize for having little time, the adolescent should be able to work efficiently on the interviewer’s clock. However, teens will often feel resentful about the interviewer’s time constraints, and feel cheated. Or adolescents will sometimes get stuck on correcting what they believe is an incorrect statement in the course of an interview, and have trouble moving on, thus stalling the interview.

c. **Implications for interviewing**: An interviewer must learn how to navigate around sticking points like these to put the interview back on track. We’ll discuss techniques interviewers can use.

C. **Identity Development and Social Development**

1. **Egocentricity**.

   a. As we learned in Module One, adolescents tend to be egocentric. Intense self-consciousness sometimes leads teenagers mistakenly believe that others are constantly watching and judging them. They doubt that others -- especially adults -- can really understand their unique experience.

   b. **Implications for interviewing**: Critical to a successful interview is the ability of the interviewer to build trust so that the teenager can feel that s/he can confide in the interviewer. This includes asking questions in a non-judgmental way. We will discuss, during this class, strategies interviewers can use for building rapport and trust with the youthful interviewee.

2. **Identity development**.

   a. As we discussed in Module One, adolescence is a time when young people attempt to establish a coherent, stable identity, and, in the process, “try on” different personalities, interests and ways of behaving. Young people often look to their peers to form their identity, and they have a need to belong. Even seemingly innocent questions about a young person’s friends can be interpreted by the young person as a criticism of him/her and therefore the young person’s view of himself or herself.

      (1) For example, adolescents react strongly when someone implies that they should not dress in a certain way or do an activity that defines them as part of a group.

      (2) Furthermore, they are likely to be loyal to family and friends and get much angrier than an adult would when something negative is implied about people
who are important to them (even those people who have abused or neglected them or are known substance abusers and criminals).

b. **Implications for interviewing**: Interviewers must take special care to structure questions and use a tone of voice that conveys to the young person that the interviewer is not judging the young person but is instead truly interested in who s/he is.

3. **Relationships with authority figures**.

   a. It is not uncommon for young people to mistrust adults, and to be fearful of strangers. Adolescents, when questioned by persons in authority, assume that there is no common ground between them. They expect adults to be judgmental, even if they appear friendly, and therefore some teens are unresponsive to adult questions. Other young people react to authority figures by being susceptible to adult suggestion and overly eager to please.

   b. **Implications for interviewing**: Rapport-building is the necessary foundation for a successful interview. Adults typically use eye contact to convey interest. A young person, however, will sometimes interpret a stranger making eye contact with him/her as a sign of aggression. Therefore, the adult must gauge the situation before deciding whether to use eye contact. Moreover, in general two adults should not interview an adolescent at the same time, because the adolescent will feel “ganged up on.” With a child who the interviewer senses is overly eager to please, the interviewer should reassure the child that s/he will not be judgmental of the child’s answers (i.e., “I’m going to continue to help you as your attorney no matter what you tell me about what happened that day”) and simply wants to hear the child’s viewpoint.

D. **Competency Development (i.e., Mastering Skills)**. Talking about what s/he (and his/her family) has done well is a way to build rapport and get the adolescent more involved in the interview.
III. Strategies for Successful Interviewing

A. The strategies to be employed during the interview depend on a variety of factors, including the adolescent's developmental level, the purpose of the interview, the adolescent's relationship with the interviewer, the interpersonal styles of the interviewer/interviewee, the interview setting itself, and the effect of the current situation on the adolescent.

B. Interviewer must assess the juvenile on three different levels for a successful interview, and tailor his/her interview techniques accordingly.

1. What is this young person’s level of development?
   a. What level of cognitive thinking has s/he achieved?
   b. Where is s/he in his/her identity formation and in his/her social relations with peers, adults?
   c. What is his/her moral value system? Where does s/he derive it from?
   d. Has s/he achieved success in any area of his/her life?
   e. What impact does his/her level of physical development have on how s/he acts? How s/he feels about himself or herself?


3. What is the impact of the current situation on the adolescent and his/her ability to communicate in an interview? Witnesses and victims have experienced something upsetting prior to the interview. Juvenile defendants are worried about what will happen if they talk. Juveniles are often hesitant to talk with adults, especially about sensitive or weighty matters.

C. Building rapport and putting the teenager at ease is the key to a successful interview.

1. It is important for the interviewer to motivate the interviewee to answer the questions to the best of his or her abilities. This is known as rapport building. The interviewer must deliberately create a comfortable environment in which the adolescent trusts the interviewer enough to disclose potentially embarrassing and disconcerting information. Creating such an environment is accomplished through both verbal and non-verbal means. The first few minutes of the interview are crucial for reducing the adolescent’s anxiety and building trust. The success of the interview relies upon the interviewer investing the effort to put the adolescent at ease during the first few minutes.

2. General tips for rapport building:
Interviewing Adolescent Defendants

a. **Don’t confuse good intentions with rapport building.** It is unwise to assume that an interviewer’s good intentions alone or genuine interest in the young person will get things off to a positive start. Being a friendly person with an interest in what they young person has to say does not guarantee a successful interview. This is not necessarily because the young person is “being difficult,” although unresponsiveness to a friendly interviewer is frequently misinterpreted as a lack of cooperation.

b. **Start conversation with non-threatening, less serious topics.** This technique will decrease the youth’s anxiety.

c. **Follow the adolescent’s lead.** Encourage the adolescent to tell his or her own story without interruption. If the interviewer is patient, many of the questions will be answered without putting the adolescent on the spot. Be an attentive listener: nod in agreement and make encouraging comments. Again, body language that is calm and conveys openness increases relaxation, which helps the adolescent tell his/her story.

d. **Potential problems:**

   (1) The interviewer may feel pressed and want/need to skip directly to the information gathering stage.

   (2) The interviewer may not have confidence that the juvenile will answer his/her questions in the allotted time.

e. **Recognize the juvenile's strengths.** Talking about what s/he (and his/her family) has done well usually gets the adolescent more involved in the interview (this is called adopting a ”one down approach”). This is in contrast to an authoritative, all-knowing stance, which can frighten and/or alienate adolescent interviewees, who do not come to the interviews of their own volition. The interviewer can ask questions of the child/adolescent in an area in which s/he has interest or knowledge. By expressing curiosity and asking the child/adolescent's opinion, the interviewer is creating a sense of “empowerment” that will facilitate the interview process.

f. **Find common interests and let the juvenile talk about them.** Adolescents who are defendants, witnesses, and victims may be of a different race, culture, class and/or gender than the interviewer. If the interviewer reaches out, usually there is something both are interested in: sports, hobbies, fashion, music, local events, or a family similarity. The interviewer should encourage the teen to “teach” a topic about which the teen is knowledgeable. The interviewer should not talk a lot about himself/herself. The purpose of this technique is to reduce the adolescent's anxiety and increase his/her self-confidence.

g. **Do not take the adolescent's behavior personally.** Do not assume that the adolescent is being uncooperative on purpose and/or specifically in response to you. S/he may not easily communicate with adults. S/he may be responding
Interviewing Adolescent Defendants

with fear to an unfamiliar and threatening situation. His/her initial lack of trust may be a result of past victimization.

h. **Use a technique known as "pacing."** Specifically, rapport is promoted through matching the behavior of the interviewee, including body posture and movements (unless the juvenile is tense/rigid, then interviewer wants to model calm body posture) respiratory rhythm, speed of conversation and voice tone and volume. To do this well, one needs practice, otherwise this becomes intrusive, distracting the juvenile, and producing unwanted effects.

i. **Match predicates with those being used by the interviewee.** Predicates are verbs and the words used to explain actions or conditions, either adjectives or adverbs. Some adolescents use visual predicates (e.g., "I see what you mean," or "things are looking brighter") while others use auditory (e.g., "I hear what you're saying," or "That sounds terrible") or feeling predicates (e.g., "I've got a lot of heavy problems"). Most individuals have a preferred method of processing information, and "matching" their preferred style can be a powerful rapport-building technique.

j. **Invite the adolescent to ask questions any time during the interview** about what will happen next in court and about the role of the interviewer in that process.

k. **Work on building and maintaining rapport throughout the interview process.** Rapport building is a continuous process between the interviewer and the interviewee. It can always be improved; unfortunately, the reverse is also true. While good rapport can withstand much stress during the interview process, insufficient effort to maintain rapport throughout can have deleterious effects.

l. **Don't confuse rapport-building with saying anything just to be liked.** Working "too hard" to establish rapport can also have unwanted effects. If the child/adolescent perceives the interviewer as being disingenuous, the child/adolescent will be less open to questioning. The key is balance. An effective interviewer learns when and when not to address rapport building during the interview process.

D. **Implications of adolescent cognitive development for interviewing.**

1. **Gauge the adolescent’s language competence and ability to process information.**

   a. It is crucial that an interviewer examine an adolescent’s use of language before attempting to acquire the desired information. This is of particular importance when interviewing adolescents from different cultural backgrounds, and adolescents for whom English may be a second language. If possible, this can be done prior to the interview (e.g., by listening to conversations that the juvenile has with adults in his/her life). If this can not be accomplished prior to the interview, the first few minutes of the interview can be used for this purpose,
while simultaneously establishing rapport. Talk about basic, inconsequential issues first. Listen to the way they talk, the words they use, and the level of complexity of their sentences. Then shape your subsequent questions accordingly.

b. Verbal communication abilities can also be tied to cognitive processing. Therefore, knowing if a juvenile has auditory processing problems, attention deficits, or low intelligence prior to the start of the interview can help prepare the interviewer to ask questions specifically designed to factor in these disabilities.

c. One way to determine how the juvenile best processes information is to listen to the types of predicates s/he uses. Some adolescents use visual predicates (e.g., "I see what you mean," or "things are looking brighter.") while others use auditory (e.g., "I hear what you're saying," or "That sounds terrible.") predicates. Most individuals have a preferred method of processing information, and facilitating their use of this preferred method can help put the adolescent at ease and allow for better information gathering.

2. **Avoid long questions with a lot of information loaded in them.** The adolescent will have to spend a lot of time digesting all the information before answering. Along the same lines, plan your first two sentences of introduction carefully so that you can clearly communicate the purpose of your interview and put the adolescent at ease. An overly long introduction will cause the adolescent to tune out.

3. **Avoid giving more than one option in a question.** Doing so may confuse teenagers, especially those with auditory processing problems, attention deficits, or low intelligence. Direct simple questions are more easily processed. The interview can clarify an adolescent's answer to a question by presenting two choices if the two choices are clearly distinguished. **Example:** "Earlier you said that you were scared when that happened. Now it sounds like you are saying you were angry."

**Interactive Exercise:**
Present the audience with some yes-no-okay-shrug type questions and ask the audience to rephrase them in a way such that the adolescent could not respond with a yes, no, okay, or shrug.

**EXAMPLES:**

How's school going?

vs.

What subject are you best in at school, followed by, That's a really hard subject, what do you like about it?

When was the last time that you saw your father?

vs.

What's the most fun you can remember having with your father, followed by a comment about the positives in their relationship.
4. **Use visual props to facilitate conversation.** Some adolescents understand better if the interviewer uses simple visual props. Similarly, some teenagers can demonstrate what happened more effectively by using visual props — such as drawing diagrams — than they can with words alone.

5. **Avoid asking for abstract thinking.** Don't ask questions that start with the phrase “What if...?” This can frustrate interviewer’s attempt to gather factual information.

6. **Avoid analogies.** For example, let’s say that the interviewee shares the interviewer’s interest in basketball. Chances are that the adolescent plays by such different rules that s/he will not be able to understand the interviewer’s basketball analogy.

7. **Ask open-ended questions** that require the young person to describe the subject areas in which the interviewer is interested.

8. **Avoid questions that can be answered with a yes, no, okay, or shrug.** It is difficult to invent interesting follow-up questions to draw out answers after a teenager gives you a yes, no, okay or shrug, so it’s better not to phrase questions that can be answered in such a way.

9. **Ask questions when you do not understand.** It is not offensive to clarify. Many adolescents use terms or phrases the interviewer will not understand. If an adolescent uses a word in a way that seems out of context, it may be slang to the interviewer. One way to clarify is through the use of reflection (e.g., Tell me if I got this right . . .).

**Interactive Exercise:**

Present some “why/how could you” questions and ask the audience to rephrase them in a way that does not sound judgmental.

**EXAMPLES:**

Why were you out after curfew?

*vs.*

It must be hard to get in by curfew.

Why is your school attendance so bad?

*vs.*

There must be something bad about school that makes you not want to go.

Why were you carrying a knife?

*vs.*

Tell me what you were thinking when you put the knife in your waistband.

---

**E. Implications of identity development, social development and moral development on interviewing.**
1. **Don't start questions with "why" or "how could you."** Questions that start like this convey judgment even if the interviewer does not mean to be accusatory, and thus provoke defensiveness. The adolescent does not hear them as "wondering" questions.

2. **Do not move too quickly into inquiring about offense-related matters.** Sometimes requesting permission to start talking about a difficult subject helps. Inviting him/her to tell the story will make him/her less anxious than questioning.

3. **Generally avoid having two adult interviewers with one adolescent.** Even two friendly interviewers can be overwhelming for an adolescent who has concentration difficulties or threatening for an adolescent who has been abused and does not want someone else to be in control.

F. **How to interview teenagers with an “attitude”?** Strategies for interviewing teenagers for whom it is difficult to have empathy:

1. Find a way to relate to the teenager without agreeing with or condoning his or her bad behavior. View the teenager as someone interesting to interview. You are not condoning the bad behavior by conveying that you think there is someone worth getting to know behind the facade.

2. Don't get caught up in defending your own values or voicing your disapproval of the teenager’s behavior. Again, don't take it personally. Let the teenager “strut their stuff” but don't let it fluster you. If

**AUDIOVISUAL AID**

Trainers should show the following video clips. (Times given indicate the scenes placement in the movie.)

**Just Another Girl on the I.R.T.** (1993) d. Leslie Harris

15:30-20:30, 57:30-59:00
In the first scene, the movie’s main character, Chantel, challenges her history teacher to discuss contemporary problems affecting her and her classmates. The teacher responds poorly and the two engage in an argument that ends with the teacher sending Chantel to the principal’s office. In the scene that immediately follows, the principal tells Chantel that she has to act more like a “lady” and discourages Chantel in her goal of graduating from high school one year early. In the third scene, Chantel's history teacher reacts negatively to her class presentation, in which she discusses the inaccurate portrayal of the size of Africa and other countries on Eurocentric maps.

**Discussion question:**

Chantel is obviously bright and articulate. Her demeanor and use of obscene language, however, are off-putting and offensive to the adults in her life. What specific suggestions do you have for Chantel's teacher and principal as to how they could have communicated more productively with Chantel?
the teenager sees that s/he can’t get a rise out of you, s/he then has to figure out a new way of dealing with you.

G. How do you defuse an angry young person during an interview?

1. Be interested in the young person. Don’t respond to the young person’s anger, and don’t be pressured by your own agenda as the interviewer. Pretend that you are meeting this young person over someone’s kitchen table. It is pretty irresistible for even an angry adolescent to have someone take a genuine interest in him/her.

2. The interviewer should counter aggressive/defiant posture of the interviewee with calm, sincere smiles and straight eye contact. The interviewer should regard the aggressive/defiant body language as an opportunity for showing positive human contact rather than allowing fear or repulsion to sabotage interviewer’s task.

3. Empathy is the enemy of aggression. An empathic interviewer helps foster a climate of calm and safety, the survival prerequisites for genuine and productive communication during the interview.

4. Many violent youth were victims of child maltreatment and/or have witnessed violence at home or in their community.
   a. The experience of early trauma leads to hypersensitivity to arousal in the face of threat, with responses taking the form of aggression. Interviewer should be aware of his/her own body language and speech. Be relaxed before entering interviewing area, walk calmly, and sit in a relaxed posture. Breath in, smile, give reassuring eye contact. Present a secure, inviting atmosphere. Ask questions slowly in a gentle manner. Sit interviewee facing (rather than with back) to the room’s door.
   b. Youth exposed to violence at home and in the community are likely to not trust adult capacity and motivation to ensure their safety; these youth, therefore, believe they must take matters into their own hands. Avoid statements such as “You can trust me.” They usually only increase interviewee’s hyper-vigilance. Instead use statements such as, “You’re probably thinking ‘Who is this person and why should I tell him (her) anything?’ I respect that. So we’ll take this interview slowly, and you’ll have the space to check me out as we go along, alright?” This usually has a calming effect, and often elicits a smile. In the process, the possibility for trust has been planted.
   c. Traumatized youth require calming and soothing environments to increase the level at which they are functioning. Pay particular attention to noise level during interview. Limit or avoid outside interruptions. Allow for brief moments of silence when answers are slow to come. Interpret gaps of information and difficulty with answering as likely to be anxiety-related. Take one or two short breaks if it’s a lengthy interview.
   d. Traumatized youth are likely to evidence terminal thinking (i.e., an absence of future orientation). Defiance and non-compliance from an interviewee may often hide learned apathy from past abuse and trauma. “What’s the point of answering
these stupid questions?...” is the spoken part of the defiant response, and “...if I’m doomed anyway?” is the unspoken part of the response. As a strategy, address the terminal thinking, not the defiance. For example, the interviewer could say: “I know this whole interview might seem like it’s not going to make a difference in the long run. But right now, what you have to say is important to me. I respect what you have to say.”

e. Issues of shame are paramount among violent youth because of their personal and collective experiences (e.g. victimization, poverty, and racism). Statements such as “He beat me up because I’m Black” or “Nobody gave a d— because I’m just a kid from the projects” are best left alone or validated with “Things must have been tough for you.” Allowing such statements opens up the interviewee to reveal more information. Replies such as “Quit the victim mode, will you?” have the opposite effect of shutting the youth down.

H. How to interview a young person who is depressed.

1. Some facts about teenage depression.
   a. Prominent feature of depression in adolescence is constant irritability (as opposed to adults, who express more sadness).
   b. Depression in adolescence is frequently associated with problem, acting out behaviors.
   c. Once depressed, an adolescent tends to get stuck in depression because s/he withdraws and alienates others. It is often difficult for parents and teachers to get depressed adolescents involved in activities and with others.
   d. Depression is an under-examined phenomena in adolescence, because most adults expect that adolescents will be depressed. It is important however to distinguish periodic depressed moods from depression.
   e. The prevalence of major depressive disorder among adolescents has been reported to be between 1.8 % and 17%. This variability is a result of different assessment methods being employed.
   f. Once hospitalized for depression, there is a high likelihood that the adolescent will be hospitalized again.

2. Signs of depression in teenagers:
   - depressed or irritable mood most of day
   - diminished pleasure in almost all activities most of the day
   - significant weight gain/loss
   - insomnia or hypersomnia
   - slow, lethargic movement
   - fatigue, loss of energy
   - feelings of guilt/worthlessness
3. **Additional tips for interviewing a depressed adolescent.**

- Diminished ability to think and concentrate
- Recurring thoughts of death, or suicidal ideation

- Tune out the irritability. Don’t take the young person’s irritability -- a common sign of depression in that age group -- personally.

- Get the young person talking by letting him/her talk about what’s on his/her mind. This reduces the impact of his/her depression on the interview and builds rapport. Again, it’s crucial not to rush the young person onto another topic because you’re anxious about covering everything on your agenda.
IV. Interviewing Younger Adolescents (roughly ages 11-13)

A. Facts about younger adolescents which can affect success of interview

1. Young adolescents are much shyer than older adolescents.
2. Young adolescents are more aware of adult power.
3. Young adolescents are not as advanced in their cognitive development.
   a. Their memories aren't as reliable.
   b. They embellish stories more often.
   c. They provide less detail than older adolescents.
4. Young adolescents are much more suggestible. They are more reliant on the interviewer's statements, very interested in pleasing adults and very influenced by parents' and peers’ thoughts on the matter.
5. Post event influences can have a big impact on younger adolescents’ willingness to talk. For example, in sex abuse cases, younger children will often hesitate to talk after an initial report because the perpetrator, who could be someone they love, was removed from the household.

B. Implications for interviewing young adolescents

1. Don't give subtle clues to young teens about your impressions about what happened, because of potential suggestibility.
2. Do facilitate recall by asking them who, where, what actions occurred, what feelings they had at the time. Use pictures you provide or that they draw to help the process.
3. Don’t reward certain answers, either by body language or through words. Acknowledge all answers in the same way so that the younger adolescent will not get the idea that certain answers are the right answer.
4. Don’t ask leading questions for the same reasons outlined above.
V. Interviewing Adolescent Victims of Sexual Assault/Abuse

A. Why teenagers may be unwilling to disclose sexual assault/abuse.

1. Adolescents often have a fear of not being believed. For example, in date rape situations, perpetrators will often tell their victims, “It’s just your word against mine.”

2. Adolescents will feel extremely humiliated. Teens will view themselves as “damaged goods,” and feel that others will stigmatize them if they disclose. This is especially true in situations where the teenager has experienced long-term, in-home abuse.

3. Teenagers are made to feel that they are responsible for the abuse.

4. Adolescents will feel pressure to not disclose the abuse to protect the abuser and keep the family together. The pressure can be internal, when the adolescent still loves the abuser, or from other members of the family.

5. Adolescents often believe that they can cope with the situation alone. They see getting help as a sign of weakness.

6. Adolescents may fear reprisal against them, and their family.

B. What leads teenagers to disclose sexual abuse.

1. Anger is the primary motivating factor for disclosure in the adolescent population. Disclosure in cases of in-home sexual abuse will usually be triggered by another family event, such as an argument about another issue. This has the unfortunate consequence of making these teenagers appear less credible, because they don’t appear to be a victim but instead a rebellious, defiant teenager.

2. Teenagers will often be more difficult in interviews than children; they won’t appear “cuddly” like younger victims and, therefore, pose a special challenge to the interviewer.

3. Medical concerns, including pregnancy, STDs.

4. Victim realizes implications of abuse. Some adolescents grew up with the abuse so they don’t realize that there is some other way to be in a family until they come into contact with others who share their experiences.

5. Victim is asked about the possibility of abuse by someone outside the family.

6. Siblings are at risk.

7. Abuse becomes intolerable. There is an escalation in the frequency of abuse, or the abuse is taken to a more intrusive and hurtful level.

8. Abuser leaves the household.
9. Victim finds safe relationship with someone in whom they confide. But teens will be more likely to tell a peer than an adult.

C. **Additional strategies for establishing rapport when interviewing victims.**

1. **Communicate that you understand what the victim has gone through.** With younger children, a good way to start off an interview is to ask general questions, such as “What games do you like?”, “What’s your favorite subject in school?” However, if you start this way with a teenager, it will be an immediate turn-off. Instead, you must communicate to the teenager that you are concerned with his/her well-being. A good method is to focus on what the teenager has immediately been through: “I understand that the police brought you in yesterday. How are you feeling? Where did you spend last night? Did anyone explain to you why you were coming to see me today?”

2. **Don’t judge the adolescent before the interview starts.** For all the reasons discussed above, teenagers may come into interviews hostile or completely closed off. Don’t assume negative emotions are directed at you.

3. **Be empathic.** The victim needs to feel as though s/he has someone on his/her side.

4. **Reassure them that they have some control over the interview situation.** Give the interviewee some options (i.e., where they sit in the room, the order in which they discuss things, that they can take a break when they get to a hard part, that you can talk about something else for awhile when a topic gets too tough and come back later to it, etc.). Ask the interviewee if s/he would rather tell you what happened in his/her own words, or if it would be easier for him/her if you asked questions. Teens will usually say that it would be easier if you asked them questions, and in that way they give you permission to proceed with the interview.

5. **Remember the impact of individual development and trauma on the young person’s understanding and processing of language.** Be simple and concrete if necessary. Have communication aids available. Ask the teenager to draw pictures to stimulate recall, and make it easier to tell the story.

6. **Consider gender issues.**

   a. Gender issues can impact the dynamic of an interview. For example, teens may be hesitant to talk about sexual abuse/assault with an interviewer of the opposite sex.

   b. Gender issues must be addressed by the interviewer, or else they will hang over the interview like a cloud. For example, in an interview by a woman of a male teen, the interviewer could say the following: “I know that some boys and young men aren’t comfortable talking to ladies about stuff that happens to them. I just want to let you know that I talk about all sorts of things, and I’m used to hearing all sorts of words. Nothing is going to make me upset or make me think badly of you.”
c. It is also important to take into account how your reaction to victims of sexual abuse/assault may be shaped in part by differences in gender.

D. Strategies for gathering information

1. **Be direct in introducing reason for interview.** Don’t start off an interview with a teenager asking “Do you know why you are here?” The teenager will simply respond, “Don’t you know? If you don’t know, why am I here?”; your credibility will be called into question. Teenagers will also question why they have to repeat a story that they have already told to others. The best way to start off an interview is to simply say: “I know that something happened and that the police were involved. I need to hear from you about what happened because you were the one there. I need to know because...” But remember to keep your introduction short and simple or you’ll lose the teen’s attention.

2. **Allow use of slang terminology for body parts and sexual acts.** Ask for clarification as rapport is established. It is best to allow the young person to talk for awhile and not interrupt, because of his/her hesitance to talk in the first place. You can always go back and clarify as the teenager becomes more comfortable.

3. **Do not correct grammar or vocabulary.**

4. **Take time out to address feelings.** Understanding and empathy are more effective than confrontation in getting teenagers to talk.

5. **Remember the impact of trauma and developmental level in the teenager’s ability to understand and process language.** Be simple and concrete, and use communication aids.

E. Closing the interview

1. Be prepared to provide support and crisis intervention during and after interview.

2. Assess suicidal ideation. Determine the young person’s support systems in the community.

3. Inform the young person about the next steps in the legal process. Don’t assume that the young person understands legal terminology or the court system.

4. Ask the young person about his/her concerns about his/her health and body.

5. Make appropriate referrals for counseling and medical assistance.
Interactive Exercise

ROLE PLAY OF ADULT-JUVENILE INTERVIEWS
IN THE JUVENILE COURT SYSTEM

(Note to trainers: see “Tips for Trainers” below for guidance on how to prepare for this exercise prior to the training.)

The purpose of this exercise is for participants to utilize the techniques discussed in this training to conduct simulated interviews with teenagers that are typical of the types of interviews the participants routinely conduct in their professional capacities.

Step 1: Break into small groups to conduct simulated interviews. Each group picks a member to play the part of the teenager (unless trainers can recruit local teenagers to play these parts, which is recommended) and a member to conduct the interview. Attached at Appendix C are the instruction sheets for the individuals doing the role plays. Provide the teenager with the instruction sheet for the interviewee, which contains some information about his/her role (i.e., respondent, victim, witness), the pertinent events that s/he witnessed and/or was involved in, and some family/social background; the teenager should be instructed to make up additional facts as needed as the interview progresses. Provide the interviewer and the rest of the small group with the interviewer’s instruction sheet, which contains some basic information from the police report, a statement of where the case is in the chronology of court proceedings, and the purpose of the interview. Give the interviewers a time limit for the interview if not provided on the instruction sheet.

Step 2: Volunteers conduct interview in front of small group.

Step 3: Group provides feedback on the interview. Group should be instructed to use the worksheet attached at Appendix B as a guide for structuring their feedback.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Interactive Exercise on Role-Playing Adult-Juvenile Interviews

Instruction sheets for participants to role play interviews of teenage witnesses and victims are attached at Appendix C. Trainers are greatly encouraged, however, to create their own role plays for use in this exercise. This requires some preparation prior to the training.

As a first step, gather some actual police reports from juvenile cases in your jurisdiction (with names struck out to protect confidentiality). You will provide the police report to the interviewer prior to the role play, along with a one-page statement of where the case is in the
chronology of court proceedings and the purpose of the interview the participant is to conduct (i.e., you are a prosecutor and you are interviewing a witness to an aggravated assault prior to his/her grand jury testimony).

The instruction sheet for the teenager should include an explanation of the events s/he witnessed and/or participated in, and some brief social/family/school information. The teenagers should be instructed to play the role however they like (i.e., they can be reluctant to talk, hostile, depressed, keep interrupting, etc.), and make up whatever information they need to as the role play progresses. The main point is that the teenager doesn’t make the interview easy for the interviewer.

In creating these instruction sheets, trainers should consult the materials attached at Appendix C. The trainer-developed instruction sheets should contain the same level of detail as in the instructions in Appendix C.

If possible, trainers should arrange for facilitators to participate in the small group exercises, to facilitate the critique process and reinforce major themes discussed during the training.

Suggestions for the types of interviews that can be role played (depending on the interests of the participants):

1. teen witness to an offense being interviewed by a prosecutor.
2. teen victim of an offense being interviewed by a prosecutor.
3. teen defendant being interviewed in cell block by appointed defense attorney prior to initial hearing.
4. teen defendant being interviewed in detention by defense attorney prior to trial.
5. teen defendant being interviewed by probation officer for disposition report.
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Appendix A

SCRIPTS FOR ROLE PLAYS
Interview of Adolescent by Probation Officer/Court Social Services Worker in Preparation for Disposition Hearing

(Note to trainers: the actors enacting this role play should use this script as a guide. It is not intended that they strictly follow the script.)

Interviewer: (fumbling through briefcase): Okay Marcus. I don’t have very much time so we’re just going to have to talk about as much as we possibly can today. You’ve got a hearing coming up and the judge is going to want to know some explanation of what’s going on here with you.

Juvenile: What do ya want to talk about?

Interviewer: These papers say that...

Juvenile: (interrupting) Can I see those?

Interviewer: Oh no, you wouldn’t... no, no.

Juvenile: (pointing to paper on desk) That one has my name on it. Can I see that?

Interviewer: These papers... this is just the police report. You were at 3:00 o’clock in the morning... (in judgmental tone) 3:00 in the morning on 11/1 you were arrested for driving a stolen vehicle. (in judgmental tone) First thing I’d like to know more about is what were you doing out at 3:00 in the morning?

Juvenile: I wasn’t driving a car.

Interviewer: That’s what the police report says. You were driving a car that was stolen at 3:00 in the morning. (in judgmental tone) Did your mother know you were out at 3:00 in the morning? Are you usually out at 3:00 in the morning?

Juvenile: I wasn’t driving no car. I don’t know. Can I see that? What does that say?

Interviewer: It says that the police officer arrested you for driving a stolen car.

Juvenile: When was that?

Interviewer: November 1st.

Juvenile: This year?

Interviewer: (with a little chuckle) November 1st this year.

Juvenile: I wasn’t arrested in November.

Interviewer: Well you are in detention now. What were you arrested for?
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Juvenile: I was arrested before Thanksgiving.

Interviewer: Right that was in November. And you were arrested for driving a stolen car.

Juvenile: I wasn’t driving no car. And that case was dismissed. You’ve got the wrong case. That case was dismissed. I wasn’t driving no car, but the cop said that if I told him who was driving the car, the case would be dismissed. So if that’s the case you’re talking about that case was dismissed. Who are you???

Interviewer: Well, are there other cases?

Juvenile: Are you my public defender? My mom said she was going to send me a lawyer.

Interviewer: No, I’m not your lawyer. I’m work with court social services and I’m here to talk to you about your next court hearing because I have to write a report. . .

Juvenile: (interrupting) Am I going home at that hearing?

Interviewer: I can’t tell you what’s going to happen at that hearing, but I think this is a really serious offense, driving a stolen car.

Juvenile: I already told you I wasn’t driving the car.

Interviewer: Well the police report said that you were driving the car and that’s what I’ve got in front of me. The question that we are going to be asked about in court are: why were you driving a stolen car? What were you doing out at 3:00 in the morning? How can you answer those questions?

Juvenile: Who did you say you are?

Interviewer: I work for the court, and I’m trying to get ready for this hearing. I have to write a report about you and about this offense.

Juvenile: So you are going to tell them I can go home, right?

(pause)

Interviewer: Well, . . .

Juvenile: Cause I don’t like it here.

Interviewer: I don’t know

Juvenile: You should tell them I can go home.

Interviewer: Should I tell them you can go home when you are going to be out at 3:00 in the morning?

Juvenile: I wasn’t out at 3:00 in the morning.
Interviewer: Well, this report says you were out at 3:00 in the morning.

Juvenile: I won’t be out at 3:00 in the morning. I’d be going to school.

Interviewer: Well that’s another thing I wanted to ask you about. The police report says that you aren’t going to school and you are 14 years old.

Juvenile: (slightly hostile) Where are they getting that?

Interviewer: That you’re 14 years old?

Juvenile: How does the cop know whether I’m going to school or not?

Interviewer: Maybe the police interviewed someone at your school. Is it true you don’t go to school. (While interviewer asks this, kid turns away from interviewer)

Juvenile: I go to school.

Interviewer: So why would they . . .?

Juvenile: (interrupting) I was going to school until they locked me up.

Interviewer: Why would the police officer say that you weren’t?

Juvenile: I don’t know. Must be the same reason that he said I was driving the car, I wasn’t doing that either.

Interviewer: Well, this isn’t the court hearing about . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting) What’s court social services, anyway? I already told this story . . . I already talked to someone about this. Don’t you have that there?

Interviewer: No, what I’ve got is the police report, and you’ve got to get ready for a disposition . . . You’ve got to get ready so that the judge can make a decision about whether you’re going to go to a group home.

Juvenile: A group home?

Interviewer: Yes . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting): For what?

Interviewer: For driving a stolen car.

Juvenile: My mom wants me home, she says I can come home. She said she only didn’t take me last time to scare me. But she wants me home so I’m going home next time. I’m not going to no group home. That doesn’t make any sense.
Interviewer: Well, it might make sense to the judge, who wants to stop young people from driving stolen cars, which can be very dangerous. Being out after curfew, driving a car that isn’t yours, someone can get hurt. Did you think about that?

Juvenile: No, no one got hurt. Besides the car wasn’t stolen, it was my friend’s car, we had the keys.

Interviewer: What the people in your neighborhood are worried about . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting): What people?

Interviewer: Any person who might have been hurt because you were driving a stolen car, and the person who owned the car . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting): Why do you keep saying I was driving? Who you going to believe? Can I see that? What’s it say I was driving? What kind of car does it say?

Interviewer: Well, let me see . . .(as she looks over police report). Well, I can’t really . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting) Because if it says a Toyota, that wasn’t me.

Interviewer: Well I can’t really make it out. I can read the day of arrest, and the offense, which is driving a stolen car.

Juvenile: All I know is that I should be going home. I don’t know what you’re talking about, I already talked to someone about this.

Interviewer: And going back to school?

Juvenile: What do you mean, going back?

Interviewer: The police officer says you weren’t attending school when you got arrested at 3:00 in the morning.

Juvenile: (slightly hostile tone) He’s not my teacher, he doesn’t know. You should talk to my teacher. Talk to Mrs. Smith, she’ll tell you I was there.

Interviewer: The day before the stolen car . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting) I was there that day too. What day was that?

Interviewer: November 1st.

Juvenile: Yeah, I was there that day too.
Cellblock Interview of Adolescent-Respondent by Defense Attorney in Preparation for Initial Hearing Version #1

(Note to trainers: the actors enacting this role play should use this script as a guide. It is not intended that they strictly follow the script.)

(Juvenile sits at a table and rests his head on the table. He looks tired and scared. Lawyer rushes in, sits next to the juvenile, and starts asking him questions.)

Lawyer: (fumbling through briefcase) Lock-up number 10?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: You’re number ten, right?

Juvenile: Right.

Lawyer: Okay. This is my card. (Drops card on the table) Blair Brown’s my name, and I’m going to be your lawyer, okay? Now, we don’t have much time to talk, alright? So you’re going to have to answer all the questions I have, okay? I really want to get you out, but we don’t have much time, okay? Alright. What’s your name?


Lawyer: William Jackson. What’s your date of birth?

Juvenile: 1-19-84

Lawyer: How old’s that make you?

Juvenile: 15

Lawyer: Now don’t worry about what’s going to be happening in court today, okay? That’s what I’m going to be worrying about.

Juvenile: I’ve got to worry.

Lawyer: Well, what I mean is, don’t open your mouth. Let me do all of the talking. And don’t worry about what’s going on because I’m the one who’s going to be dealing with all of that. Okay?

Juvenile: Yeah, okay.

Lawyer: Alright, alright, umm, now what’s your parents’ names?

Juvenile: Do I have to tell you? I don’t want to get my family in this.
Lawyer: (appearing annoyed) Well, look, if we’re going to get you out of here today you’re going to have to cooperate. And I really do want to get you out of here. But I need to know the names of your parents because its important to get your parents down here.

Juvenile: My father’s deceased.

Lawyer: Your father’s dead. Alright. What about your mother?

Juvenile: Melvern Jackson.

Lawyer: What’s her name?

Juvenile: Melvern Jackson . . .

Lawyer: How do you spell Melvern?

Juvenile: M-e-l-v-e-r-n

Lawyer: Okay. What’s her phone number?

Juvenile: 882-1904

Lawyer: Is she going to be home if I call her right now?

Juvenile: She could. She might.

Lawyer: (appearing annoyed and serious) Where else would she be if I called her right now? I need to get in touch with her.

Juvenile: At work.

Lawyer: What’s her work phone number?

Juvenile: You want it?

Lawyer: Yeah, I need it, I need it. We’re going to get you out of here, okay? I need this information.

Juvenile: Okay. 312-0160.

Lawyer: Where’s she work at?

Juvenile: UVC

Lawyer: She know you’re here?

Juvenile: I don’t know.
Lawyer: Well, I’m going to tell her you’re here. Okay?

Juvenile: (in a concerned tone of voice) You don’t have to tell her.

Lawyer: Well, I have to tell her. Because we have to get you out of here and the only way to get you out of here is to get your mother here.

Juvenile: Alright. As long as you don’t tell my stepfather.

Lawyer: (appears surprised) Oh, you also live with a stepfather?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: What’s his name?

Juvenile: I don’t like to discuss it.

Lawyer: Well, I got to have this information to get you out of here. What’s your stepfather’s name.

Juvenile: His name’s Bill Martin.

Juvenile: Bill Martin? He lives at the same phone number?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: Well, if I can’t reach your mother, I’m going to get him down here. Okay?

Juvenile: If you got to do that.

Lawyer: You got any brothers and sisters?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: (still rushing through the questions) What are their names and how old are . . . Well I don’t have time to go into that . . . Umm, now you don’t have any prior convictions, right?

Juvenile: No, I don’t.

Lawyer: (in a suspicious tone) Alright, well, I know that’s what your saying, but the computer says that you do have prior convictions. (In an annoyed tone of voice) Now look, if I’m going to get you out of here, you’re going to have to tell me the truth about everything. Alright?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: And if you tell me that you don’t have prior convictions when you have prior convictions, it’s not going to help at all because I’m going to get up there and not
think you have any prior convictions. The computer says that you have priors, and I just want to confirm that. Now you do have prior convictions, right?

Juvenile: No, I don’t. The computer made a mistake.

Lawyer: (in a sarcastic and annoyed tone) Oh, the computer made a mistake? Well, I’ve been dealing with that computer a lot and I’ve never heard of it making a mistake.

Juvenile: It did.

Lawyer: Okay, the computer made a mistake. Well, anyway, we’ll deal with that at the hearing. Umm, the other thing that’s important in getting you out of here, besides your parents being here, is you going to school. If you’re going to school, you have a better chance of getting out. So you are going to school, right?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: What school you go to?

Juvenile: Draper High School.

Lawyer: Draper?

Juvenile: Yeah. What you going to call my principal or something?

Lawyer: Well, no because you tell me that you been going to school everyday. And I don’t want to tell that principal anything. Umm, but you’re not involved in any sort of activities at school, right?

Juvenile: No, it don’t interest me.

Lawyer: Okay. And you’re not working anywhere, right?

Juvenile: No.

Lawyer: Okay. Now, I want to talk about what went down when this robbery occurred. You’re charged with a robbery and, you know, if I’m going to help you get out of here, I’m going to need to know what I’m dealing with. I’m going to need to know the sorts of things the cop is going to say, so you tell me, when you were taking that purse from the lady, exactly what happened?

Juvenile: Well, while the police were taking me over to the car, the lady was complaining to him. She said I grabbed her and took her purse and started running. That’s what she said...

Lawyer: (interrupts) Right. When you took the purse, what direction were you coming from?

Juvenile: I don’t know. I didn’t even pay attention to that.
Lawyer: Okay.

Juvenile: (in a concerned tone) Hey, my jacket. You know, they got my jacket. You know, my jacket cost a lot of money.

Lawyer: Right.

Juvenile: I'd like to see my jacket back.

Lawyer: We really don't have time to be dealing with your jacket. What we really need to deal with is what went down when this robbery occurred.

Juvenile: That's a Polo Jacket- Ralph Lauren, okay?

Lawyer: (in a sarcastic tone) Well it may be the world’s most expensive jacket but what’s important is not your jacket, alright? What’s important is getting you out of here.

Juvenile: Yeah, okay.

Lawyer: Alright, so let's get back to what happened when you committed this robbery. Do you think the lady got a good view of you?

Juvenile: No . . .

Lawyer: You don't think she got a good view of you when you were ripping off her purse?

Juvenile: (interrupting) Not at all. Not at all.

Lawyer: Now, you didn't make any statements to the police about what happened, right?

Juvenile: No.

Lawyer: Good. We're starting from a good position if you didn't make any statements to the police. Now, you don't have any problems with drugs, right?

Juvenile: You supposed to ask this?

Lawyer: Well, if you don't have any problems with drugs, it's going to help you get out.

Juvenile: (Interrupting) Well, I smoke here and there.

Lawyer: Well, what do you mean "here and there"? Do you use drugs a lot?

Juvenile: It's not no habit or anything. I use it to have a good time.
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Lawyer: Like everyday?

Juvenile: No, every other day.

Lawyer: (appearing annoyed) Well, it sounds like a problem to me. I think that to help you out, I’ll raise this at the hearing . . .

Juvenile: (interrupting) I’m doing fine right now.

Lawyer: (interrupting) No. No. I want to help you out so at the hearing, I’ll raise this drug problem with the judge and try to get him, as a condition of you getting out of here, to get some treatment in a drug program, to make it part of the order. And that’ll help you out.

Juvenile: Alright

Lawyer: Good.

Juvenile: Where will it be? Do I have to catch the bus or anything?

Lawyer: (appearing annoyed) Don’t worry about these details. We don’t have time to talk about these details. I want to get you out of here.

Juvenile: Okay.

Lawyer: Alright. Look, we don’t have anymore time, and I’ve covered all the important points, so I’m just going to go. I’ll see you in court. Okay.? Bye-bye.

(Lawyer rushes out of the door.)

Juvenile: Hold on for a minute. Excuse me?
Cellblock Interview of Adolescent-Respondent by Defense Attorney in Preparation for Initial Hearing Version #2

(Note to trainers: the actors enacting this role play should use this script as a guide. It is not intended that they strictly follow the script.)

(Juvenile sits at the table appearing tired and scared. Lawyer walks in calmly and sits next to the juvenile).

Lawyer: William Jackson?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: (in a friendly tone) Hi, William. How are you doing? My name’s Blair Brown. I’m going to be your lawyer. This is my card for you to hold onto. (Hands card to juvenile) Do you go by William or do you go by another name?

Juvenile: My nickname’s Potts.

Lawyer: Potts? Do you want me to call you that or do you want me to call you William?

Juvenile: Doesn’t matter.

Lawyer: Okay, well, I’ll call you Potts. Look, I’m going to be your lawyer, and it’s important for you to know that anything that you tell me is just between me and you.

Juvenile: You saying I can trust you.

Lawyer: Well yeah, that’s right (smiling). What I’m saying too is that anything you tell me is a secret between me and you. And I can’t tell anyone else unless you give me your permission. Okay? Now, I’m going to write down some of the things we talk about today, to help me remember some of the things you told me because they’re very important.

Juvenile: Okay.

Lawyer: How are you feeling?

Juvenile: Fine. Worried.

Lawyer: Worried? Well, unfortunately, we don’t have much time to talk right now. So there’s some information about you I’m going to have to get. But we’ll have plenty of time after today to sit down and talk a lot more.

Juvenile: Okay.

Lawyer: What’s your date of birth, Potts?
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Juvenile: 1-19-84.

Lawyer: Okay, I’m going to tell you what is going to happen today so you will know what to expect. Alright? After we talk, at some point this morning, they’re going to bring you upstairs, and you’ll be put in the courtroom. There’s a good chance that they’re not going to let me beyond that courtroom to talk to you again. Okay?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: And so the first time you’ll see me again is when they bring you out in front of the judge. Now, the only thing that the judge is going to decide today is whether or not you’re going to get out of here, today.

Juvenile: Am I going to get out of here today?

Lawyer: I don’t know. A lot depends on whether I can confirm some of the information that you give me, and a lot depends on what the recommendation to the judge is. I’m going to try as hard as I can to get you out. All I care about is getting you out. And that’s what I’m going to be working on today. So when they bring you upstairs and bring you out, it’s going to be important what you look like and the sorts of things that you say and do.

Juvenile: Alright.

Lawyer: So I don’t want to tell you how to act, but it’s real important. When you go in there, take your hat off and keep your hands out of your pocket, and you look at the judge.

Juvenile: (interrupts) I can’t chew bubble gum?

Lawyer: No, don’t chew any gum. Okay? The judges are very old-fashioned, and they don’t like stuff like that. Look at the judge, and it’s going to be a woman.

Juvenile: One of them . . .

Lawyer: (interrupts) Well, this one isn’t so bad. And you say ‘yes ma’am,’ you know, things like that.

Juvenile: (interrupts) yes ma’am?!

Lawyer: These judges like that. They’re going to help you get out. Okay?

Juvenile: Well, I’m not going to say that anyway.

Lawyer: Well, give it a try because it’s going to help you out. Once we get up there, there’s going to be a report by the social worker. She’s going to make a recommendation as to whether or not you’re going to get out. And the prosecutor, those are the people who sometimes are trying to lock you up. They’ll also ask the judge...

Juvenile: (interrupts) I don’t like them. I don’t like them.
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Lawyer: Yeah, well, that’s who we’re fighting in this case, but I’m on your side, so we’ll be fighting them. Don’t say anything to them. And then I’m going to get a chance to say some good things about you. And I’m going to be asking the judge to let you out and let you out today.

Juvenile: Oh, you going to do your best.

Lawyer: Right.

Juvenile: Okay.

Lawyer: And the judge, based on what he hears and also on the stuff about your prior record, is going to make a decision on whether you get out. Now, just in case you don’t get out today, they’re going to send you over to the Children’s Center. And we don’t know if that’s going to happen yet, so don’t get worried and assume that’s going to happen because it may not, and I’m going to try to keep that from happening. So if you go to the Children’s Center, I’m going to be out there tomorrow to see you and talk about the case.

Juvenile: We’re going to go over this again?

Lawyer: Well, some of the information we don’t have to go over, but we don’t have a whole lot of time to talk about what you’re accused of today. That’s going to have to wait until later. What’s important today is finding out information about you because that’s the sort of stuff that’s going to help you get out. Okay?

Juvenile: Okay.

Lawyer: Now, what I usually do, even before I meet you, is go upstairs and check to see on what your prior record is because that’s real important as far as getting you out, and the computer says you have two prior convictions: one for unlawful entry and one for disorderly conduct. Is that right? Have you been to court here before?

Juvenile: Yes, I have.

Lawyer: It also says you’re not on probation anymore. Is that right?

Juvenile: Right.

Lawyer: So do you see a probation officer anymore?

Juvenile: No.

Lawyer: What was your probation officer’s name? Do you remember?

Juvenile: Robert Taylor.

Lawyer: When was the last time you saw him?
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Juvenile: About a week or so.

Lawyer: Because your probation ended a week ago. Is he going to say good things about you if I ask him a question, you think?

Juvenile: Could.

Lawyer: He might? Okay. The other thing that’s really important as far as helping you get out is to make sure that your parents are here. Who are you living with?

Juvenile: I’m living with my mother and my stepfather.

Lawyer: Okay, what’s your mother’s name?

Juvenile: Lavern Jackson.

Lawyer: Lavern Jackson?

Juvenile: uh-huh.

Lawyer: How can I reach her?

Juvenile: She might be at home or at work.

Lawyer: Why don’t you give me both numbers, and I’ll try to get a hold of her.

Juvenile: My home number is 592-1905

Lawyer: And work?

Juvenile: 882-3160.

Lawyer: Where does she work?

Juvenile: UVC. If you reach her, it’s an emergency. O.K.? Because she won’t be able to get out of work if it’s not an emergency.

Lawyer: Okay. I’ll explain what the situation is. Does she know that you’re locked up?

Juvenile: Yeah she knows.

Lawyer: Did you talk to her last night?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: Did she say whether she was coming down to court or not?

Juvenile: No, she didn’t say. She might be there, though.
Lawyer: In case she can’t come, is there any other family member who might be able to come down?

Juvenile: Probably my sister. (In a concerned tone) Don’t call my stepfather.

Lawyer: Okay. What’s your sister’s name?

Juvenile: Shirley Jackson.

Lawyer: How old is she?

Juvenile: She’s 21.

Lawyer: How can I reach her?

Juvenile: She’s at work.

Lawyer: What’s her number at work?

Juvenile: 681-1200

Lawyer: Okay, and you mentioned your step-father.

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: What’s his name?

Juvenile: Bill Martin.

Lawyer: Why don’t you want to me to call him?

Juvenile: He... Me and him don’t get along. I had a problem with him.

Lawyer: Okay. That’s something that, if you want, you and I can talk about and I want to be able to resolve that. Unfortunately, we don’t have time to go into that now. But you and I can talk about that and maybe we can try to get help for both of you. Are you going to school right now?

Juvenile: Yes.

Lawyer: What’s the name of your school?

Juvenile: Draper High School.

Lawyer: Now, the social workers are going to check on whether you’re going to school or not so if I call the school, what do you think they’re going to tell me? Do you think they’ll say you’re there everyday?

Juvenile: Not everyday but I come.
Lawyer: What do you think they’ll say about how often you go?
Juvenile: Yeah, I go about three times a week.

Lawyer: You have any teachers who, if I call, will say good things about you?
Juvenile: No, none of them like me.

Lawyer: Any counselors?
Juvenile: Ms. Davidson.

Lawyer: Would she say good things about you if I called her?
Juvenile: Yeah, me and her get along okay.

Lawyer: Are you involved in any sort of activities at school?
Juvenile: No.

Lawyer: Sports or anything?
Juvenile: No.

Lawyer: Do you work anywhere right now?
Juvenile: No, nowhere.

Lawyer: Alright, we don’t have a whole lot of time today to go into what you’ve been charged with and exactly what happened, but you are accused of robbery of taking a lady’s purse. And what I want to talk to you about in the few minutes that we have is what happened when you were arrested. Okay. Just tell me what you were doing when the cops came to pick you up.

Juvenile: Like I said, while I was coming over to the car, the lady was complaining to the cops. She said that I put my hands inside her car and reached for her pocketbook.

Lawyer: Okay. Let me just stop you for a second. When did you hear her saying this?
Juvenile: While the cop was taking me over to the car. I was handcuffed.

Lawyer: Okay, so you heard the lady say that somebody’s hand or arm came through the window.
Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: Of the car?
Juvenile: Uh-huh.
Lawyer: Let’s step back just a couple of minutes, and tell me what you were doing when you were arrested.

Juvenile: I was out on the streets just having fun.

Lawyer: Okay, where was this?

Juvenile: Umm. 8th Street and South East

Lawyer: And what happened?

Juvenile: Well, I was over there playing ball with my friends. Police just came over and picked me up.

Lawyer: Was anybody else arrested with you?


Lawyer: Did you tell the police anything?

Juvenile: No, I was waiting for a lawyer.

Lawyer: Okay. Do you remember filling out that little card?

Juvenile: Yeah, I remember.

Lawyer: Do you remember how you answered it?

Juvenile: (sounding annoyed) No, I don’t care.

Lawyer: (appearing surprised) You don’t care how you answered it?

Juvenile: Yeah, that’s what I said. I don’t care because I think that was wrong what they did.

Lawyer: Okay. We’re going to have to go into what exactly went down when you were arrested a lot more when I learn more about the case next time we talk. Now, there’s good chance that the police officer who arrested you will take the stand at the detention hearing and say some things. And some of them might not be true . . .

Juvenile: (interrupts) A lot of them won’t be true.

Lawyer: Okay, and you’re going to have to be tough in there, and even though that cop is lying, you’re just going to have to let him talk and not get angry. It’s going to be hard to do, but we’re going to be real cool. And I know you’re going to want to also tell your side of what happened, but today’s not the day for that. It’ll only come back to hurt us if you got up there and start talking about your story about just walking around.
Juvenile: Right.

Lawyer: So we’re going to use this and try to find out as much as we can about their case. OK? Now, one thing that’s going to be important is exactly what you look like today.

Juvenile: You’re in front of me. You can tell.

Lawyer: Well, I can’t see everything. I can see you have on a white cap. Did you have all this on when you were arrested?

Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: Okay, did you have anything else on that you don’t have now.

Juvenile: (sounding concerned) Umm, they took my jacket.

Lawyer: A jacket?

Juvenile: A Ralph Lauren jacket.

Lawyer: A Ralph Lauren jacket? What color was it?

Juvenile: Blue. It was very expensive.

Lawyer: Okay, did they give you a receipt for that?

Juvenile: No.

Lawyer: Well look, there may be some things I can do to try to get that jacket back. It’s possible they’re holding it for evidence, and we might not be able to get it until the end of this case. But if they’re not, I can semi-investigate it down to the precinct or make some calls to help you get it back.

Juvenile: I’d appreciate that.

Lawyer: Let’s get back to what you were wearing. You got a blue shirt on and what color are your pants?

Juvenile: Blue.

Lawyer: You got blue jeans on?

Juvenile: Uh-huh.

Lawyer: Okay, and what about your shoes?

Juvenile: They’re sandals.

Lawyer: Sandals?
Juvenile: Yeah.

Lawyer: Okay.

Juvenile: Tell me something.

Lawyer: Yeah?

Juvenile: At court, can you get my parents in?

Lawyer: I’m going to try real hard to get your mother there. If I can’t get your mother...

Juvenile: (interrupts) That’s all you have to get. Try to get my mother. That’s all. Don’t worry about anyone else.

Lawyer: If I have a lot of trouble reaching her, it’s ok if I get you sister there? It’s really important.

Juvenile: Yeah, my sister but not my stepfather.

Lawyer: Okay, not your stepfather. We don’t have much time, so are there any other questions that you have before I go?

Juvenile: No, I don’t.

Lawyer: Okay, keep your spirits up. (pats juvenile on the arm) Alright? Because we have a real good shot at getting you out of here.

Juvenile: I hope so.

Lawyer: Okay. Keep my card. Take care. See you later.

(Juvenile and lawyer shake hands)

Juvenile: Alright.

Lawyer: OK. Bye-bye.

Juvenile: Nice talking to you.
APPENDIX B

SMALL GROUP EXERCISE WORKSHEET

Critiquing Adult-Juvenile Interviews in the Juvenile Court System

Answer the following questions about the interview/discussion that you just witnessed:

1. How did the interviewer start the interview/discussion? How, if at all, did interviewer convey the purpose of the interview/discussion to the young person?

2. How would you describe the young person’s demeanor during the interview/discussion (i.e., uncooperative, cooperative, hostile, friendly)? To what extent, if at all, do you attribute the young person’s overall demeanor during the interview to the following factors: the interviewer’s technique; the current situation s/he is in; the young person’s own disposition/personality.

3. (If the young person appeared hostile in the interview/discussion): How, if at all, did the interviewer attempt to defuse the young person’s hostility?

4. (If the young person appeared not to be paying attention to the interviewer): How, if at all, did the interviewer attempt to capture the young person’s attention?
5. What questions/concerns did the young person express during the interview/discussion? How, if at all, did the interviewer address these questions and concerns?

6. Did the young person become emotional during the interview/discussion? How, if at all, did the interviewer respond the expressed emotions?

7. Analyze the composition of the interviewer’s questions. Did the interviewer ask any:
   - leading questions?
   - questions that required only a yes-or-no answer? If so, did the interviewer ask any follow-up questions to elicit more information?
   - questions that sounded judgmental (either in language or tone).

8. How would you reword these questions to get the necessary information?

9. Describe the young person’s body language during the course of the interview/discussion. What, if anything, did the young person’s body language indicate to you about his/her feelings about the interviewer? About the subject of the interview/discussion?
10. Describe the interviewer’s body language. What, if anything, did the interviewer’s body language indicate to you about his/her feelings about the young person? Did the interviewer make eye contact with the young person?

11. What conclusions, if any, did you draw about the young person from the interview/discussion? (If juvenile was defendant in juvenile court proceeding): Did you make any assessment about the young person’s amenability to treatment based on the interview?

12. How, if at all, did the interviewer react to any unexpected information that came out during the interview?

13. Describe any other poor interview techniques you observed. What would you have done differently and why?

14. Describe any other good interview techniques you observed.
APPENDIX C

INSTRUCTION SHEETS FOR INTERVIEW ROLE PLAYS

The following instruction sheets are included in this appendix:

1. Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer for James Branch interview.
2. Instruction Sheet for Public Defender/Interviewer for James Branch interview.
3. Instruction Sheet for James Branch.
4. Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer for Tamykia Stevens interview.
5. Instruction Sheet for Tamykia Stevens.
6. Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer for Maria Flores interview.
7. Instruction Sheet for Maria Flores.
8. Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer for Angela Sutton interview.
9. Instruction Sheet for Angela Sutton.
Role Play of Interview of James Branch

Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer

You are the prosecutor assigned to the case of People v. Michael Porter. Mr. Porter, age 22, is charged in the stabbing death of a 19-year-old male named Pernell Jones. According to police reports, James Branch, a 14-year-old male, was a witness to the stabbing. James is coming into your office today for an interview. You are preparing to bring the case to the grand jury for an indictment. Your purpose in this interview is to determine what James Branch witnessed and whether you will have him testify before the grand jury.

You know the following information from the arrest report and a brief phone conversation with one of the investigating detectives: On XYZ date, a Monday, the police were called to the Riverside Hospital about a possible homicide. Uniformed officers responded to the call. When they arrived at the emergency room at approximately 6:00 PM, hospital personnel informed them that Pernell Jones had been brought to the ER by two teenage boys; the boys were being held by the hospital security guard in the ER waiting room. One of the boys was James Branch. James told the officers that they had been at a party at someone’s house that afternoon when Michael Porter took a knife from his jacket and stabbed Pernell Jones. James did not know Michael’s address but said that he lived in an apartment somewhere on 17th Street off of Castor Avenue near a 7-11 convenience store. James also told the police that the party was at the house of a girl named Chantel. James said he didn’t know Chantel’s last name; he just went to her house with Freddy when they heard there was a party. James gave police general directions to Chantel’s house. Except for Pernell, Michael, and Freddy, James did not know anyone else at the party. James and Freddy had driven the wounded Pernell to the ER in Freddy’s car. Pernell died shortly after they arrived at the ER. Freddy (full name Federico Alvarez) gave the officers basically the same story.

The police located Michael Porter later that evening, and arrested him. He refused to give a statement. Police obtained a search warrant for Michael Porter’s apartment, but did not find the knife. The police also located Chantel Davis’s house; when they were admitted they saw a blood stain on the carpet. Ms. Davis thus far has refused to talk to the police. They have not yet found the murder weapon.

You know from the detective that both Pernell Jones and Michael Porter are drug dealers in the same neighborhood. Pernell Jones has some juvenile adjudications for possession with intent to distribute (PWID) marijuana and cocaine, but no adult arrest record. Michael Porter similarly has a juvenile record of adjudications for drug distribution offenses; at age 18 he was convicted on a PWID cocaine charge and was recently released after serving a three-year prison term. You have no further information regarding the relationship between the different parties involved in this event.

James had one prior arrest for possession marijuana which was not papered, and an adjudication for unauthorized use of a vehicle – passenger. James successfully finished a six-month probation for the UUV charge earlier last year.
ROLE PLAY OF INTERVIEW OF JAMES BRANCH

Instruction Sheet for Public Defender/Interviewer

You are the public defender assigned to represent Michael Porter in the case of People v. Michael Porter. Mr. Porter, age 22, is charged in the stabbing death of a 19-year-old male named Pernell Jones. According to police reports, James Branch, was one of the witnesses to the stabbing. Your client told you that James Branch is a teenager who lives in his neighborhood, and gave you information as to how you could find him. Today you’ve tracked James Branch down (you found him hanging out in front of a neighborhood grocery store just like your client said he would be), and James has agreed to talk to you. The two of you go to a bench in a park across the street to talk. Your purpose in this interview is to determine what James witnessed in order to assess the strength of the government’s case and to figure out a theory of defense.

You know the following information from the arrest report: On XYZ date, a Monday, the police were called to the Riverside Hospital about a possible homicide. Uniformed officers responded to the call. When they arrived at the emergency room at approximately 6:00 PM, hospital personnel informed them that Pernell Jones had been brought to the ER with stab wounds in the chest; Mr. Jones died shortly after arrival. The two teenage boys who brought Mr. Jones to the hospital – James Branch and Federico Alvarez, both age 14 – told police that they had been at a party that afternoon when Michael Porter took a knife from his jacket and stabbed Mr. Jones. Later that evening, police located Michael Porter at his home at 134 17th Street, Apt. 3E, where they arrested him. Mr. Porter did not give a statement. Later the police obtained a search warrant and searched Mr. Porter’s house, but they did not find any evidence to the stabbing. Police also later determined that the stabbing took place in the home of Chantel Davis at 341 Castor Avenue; when the police went to that address they saw a blood stain on the carpet. The police have not found the murder weapon.

You checked the court records, and Pernell Jones has no adult record. Because James Branch and Federico Alvarez are both juveniles, you were not able to access their court records; you have no idea whether either of them has a juvenile record. Your client Michael Porter has a juvenile record of adjudications for drug distribution offenses; at age 18 he was convicted on a PWID cocaine charge and was recently released after serving a three-year prison term.

You know the following from your client: When your client was recently released from prison, he returned home with hopes of getting back together with his old girlfriend, Chantel Davis. Unfortunately, he found out that Ms. Davis was seeing Pernell Jones. Your client describes Pernell Jones as a neighborhood guy who deals marijuana and sometimes cocaine; both James and Freddy work for him. Mr. Porter still decided that he wanted to approach Chantel Davis to see if they had any chance. About a week before the stabbing, Mr. Porter saw Ms. Davis on street near her home; he approached her and they began talking. While they were talking, Mr. Jones came up, pushed your client, and told him to stay away from Ms. Davis. The two “exchanged words” and at one point Mr. Jones patted his coat pocket and indicated verbally that he carried a gun. Your client left the area, but a few days later (the day of the stabbing) he saw Ms. Davis again on the street. Ms. Davis invited your client (continued on next page) to her house later that day. But when he arrived there, he was surprised to find a house full of people including Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones shouted at your client, and made a move towards his pocket. Your client, believing that Mr. Jones was reaching for his gun, took out his pocket knife.
and lunged at Mr. Jones’ chest. When Mr. Jones fell to the floor, your client ran out of the house in a panic. The police later found him in his family’s apartment and arrested him.
ROLE PLAY OF INTERVIEW OF JAMES BRANCH

Instruction Sheet for James Branch

You are playing the role of James Branch. Today you are going to be interviewed by a state’s attorney about the stabbing of Pernell Jones by Michael Porter. You received a subpoena to testify before a grand jury, but the police officer who gave you the subpoena told you that the state’s attorney only wants to talk to you today about what you saw. (Alternatively, a man introducing himself as Michael Porter’s attorney has approached you on the street. He says that he wants to ask you a few questions about what happened that day, and you’ve agreed. You go to the bench in a nearby park to talk.)

You are 14 years-old. Feel free to make up any information you want about your family, where (and if) you go to school, what you like to do, etc., if asked by the interviewer. At age 13 you were arrested for possession marijuana, but the charges were dropped. Two months later you were arrested for riding in a stolen car; you were placed on six months probation which you finished last year.

On XYZ date, the following occurred: You and your friend Freddy were hanging out (and cutting school) when Pernell Jones came by and invited you to Chantel’s house for a party. Chantel is Pernell’s girlfriend and you know her only through Pernell. When the three of you arrived at Chantel’s house about six other people were already there, most of whom you know by sight and name but little else. Pernell, Chantel, and the others are a few years older than you and Freddy. Pernell sells cocaine, and on occasion you and your good friend Freddy have helped him with sales. People were drinking beer and passing around some joints, and you joined in. About an hour later, Michael Porter showed up at Chantel’s door. You know Michael Porter from your neighborhood; he is around the same age as one of your older siblings. Michael used to date Chantel before he went to prison, and he got out recently. You know from Freddy that Michael threatened Pernell a week earlier if he didn’t stop seeing Chantel. When the doorbell rang that afternoon, someone went to open the door. Michael pushed his way through the partially-opened door, went up to Pernell, and stabbed him in the stomach. Everyone ran except for you, Freddy, Chantel and Pernell, who was on the floor bleeding. Pernell carries a gun. You and Freddy removed the gun from Pernell’s pocket and gave it to Chantel before you drove Pernell to the hospital. You assume that Chantel hid the gun, but you have not spoken with her since the day of the stabbing. You do not know what Chantel has told the police.

Once you got to the hospital the police came and questioned you about the stabbing. You told the police only minimal information. You told them that you went to Chantel’s house with Freddy when you heard there was a party, and that you saw Michael Porter come in and stab Pernell. The only people you knew at the party were your friend Freddy, and Pernell, who’s an acquaintance from the neighborhood. You told them where they could find Michael’s and Chantel’s houses. You didn’t say anything to them about how you know Pernell.

(continued on next page)
You’re scared of Michael Porter. You saw what he did to Pernell, and that was just because Pernell was dating his old girlfriend. You didn’t tell your family that you saw the stabbing or that the police had questioned you about it. Your family would be furious that you were hanging out with Pernell after being repeatedly warned not to do so. You’re worried that they won’t let you visit your cousins in Atlanta this summer if they find out.

At some point well into the interview, admit to taking the gun off of Pernell and giving it to Chantel (don’t admit it right away; let the interviewer work for it). Otherwise feel free to make up any additional information as needed during the interview. Also, you can choose to play the role in the interview however you want. For example, you can be cooperative but confusing in your account of what happened. Or you can completely backtrack on the story you originally told the police and say that you ran into the house when you heard people screaming, you found Pernell already on the floor bleeding, and it was Chantel who told you that Michael Porter had come into the house and stabbed Pernell.
ROLE PLAY OF INTERVIEW OF TAMYKIA STEVENS

Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer

You are the state’s attorney prosecuting the case of In the Matter of Marquis Stevens. Marquis, age 16, is charged with simple assault for punching his mother, Angela Stevens. Today is the trial. Mrs. Stevens is in court but she is now refusing to testify. Ms. Stevens says that Marquis has learned his lesson from being in the detention center for the last two weeks, and now he wants him home with her. Mrs. Stevens has brought her daughter, Tamykia Stevens, age 15, to court today. You know that Marquis has been arrested two prior times for beating on his mother, but his mother in the past has refused to pursue the case. This is the closest you’ve gotten to getting Mrs. Stevens to testify. You know from the arrest reports that Tamykia was a witness to the assault, which took place in the Stevens home. Tamykia is sitting in the hallway outside the courtroom where you are assigned; you escort her to a witness room to talk. You have about 10 minutes to figure out if Tamykia would be a good witness and, if she would be, to encourage her to testify against her brother.

You know the following information from the case file and from a conversation with a counselor from the local Victim Services Agency (VSA) who accompanied Ms. Stevens to court today: On XYZ date, at approximately 9:30 PM, police received a 911 call from a neighbor stating that there was a domestic disturbance at 384 Eagleton Road, Apt. 1E. When police arrived on the scene, Mrs. Stevens answered the door. Mrs. Stevens was bleeding from her nose, which was swollen. Mrs. Stevens told the officers that her son Marquis had punched her repeatedly in the face before fleeing the apartment, and that she wanted to press charges. Listed as a witness in the arrest report was Tamykia Stevens. The police took Mrs. Stevens to the hospital, where she was diagnosed with a broken nose. Photographs were taken of Mrs. Stevens at the hospital. The police later that night arrested Marquis, who they found at the home of a friend. The police indicated that there was no sign that Marquis was intoxicated at the time.

At the detention hearing, Ms. Stevens said that she didn’t want Marquis at home with her; the judge ordered that Marquis be placed in the county juvenile center pending trial. Marquis has no juvenile record except for the two arrests in the last year for assaulting his mother; as noted above, his mother later refused to pursue the charges.

You know from the VSA counselor that Mrs. Stevens has sought their help in the past when Marquis has beaten her. At one point, the agency referred the family to a counselor, but she does not know if they ever followed up on it. The counselor is worried because the abuse is apparently escalating – this is the worst that Mrs. Stevens has been injured since VSA began working with her about a year ago. As far as the counselor knows, Marquis has never hurt or threatened Tamykia.
ROLE PLAY OF INTERVIEW OF TAMYKIA STEVENS

Instruction Sheet for Tamykia Stevens

You are playing the role of Tamykia Stevens. You are going to be interviewed today by a state’s attorney about your brother Marquis Stevens, 16, beating your mother, Angela Stevens, on XYZ date. Your mother decided to press charges and Marquis was arrested and detained at the county juvenile center. Today is Marquis’ trial and you and your mother have arrived at court. Your mother, however, is now saying that she doesn’t want to go ahead with the trial. She says that Marquis has learned her lesson after being in the detention center for the last couple of weeks and she now wants him home.

You are 15 years-old. You live with your mother and your brother in an apartment in a working-class neighborhood. Feel free to make up any information you want about where you go to school, what you like to do, etc., if asked by the interviewer.

On XYZ date, you were home with your mother at around 9:30 PM when your brother arrived home from work. Marquis has a job at a local hardware store, and he helps support your family. He gives money to your mother for food; once in a while he gives you money to buy clothes. When Marquis arrived home he went straight to the kitchen to look for his dinner, which he always does. He came out of the kitchen and starting screaming at your mother, something about not liking the fish cakes she had left for him for dinner. Your mother started yelling back that she wasn’t his servant and the next thing you knew, Marquis was punching her in the face. You ran and jumped on Marquis’ back and yelled for him to stop, which Marquis did. He then slammed out of the house. You went to get some ice for your mother’s face who was hysterical and in pain. You were comforting your mother when the police came to the door, saying that they had gotten a call about a domestic disturbance. Your mother told the police that she wanted to press charges, and you all went to the hospital where you learned that Marquis had broken your mother’s nose.

You are really torn up about the situation. Your brother can be really sweet to both you and your mom, and he has never laid a hand on you. He is very generous with his money. You also understand how your brother could be really angry at your mother – before your father left four years ago he used to regularly beat up on Marquis. You suspect that deep in his heart Marquis is angry at your mom for not doing something to stop it. But you are sick and tired of all the fights and the pain. Your brother has hit your mother before, but never this bad. Your mother is backing out of testifying, partly because she needs Marquis’ income to support you and herself and partly because she loves Marquis. Marquis called your mother last night from the detention center and you got on the extension to listen without them knowing; Marquis was crying, begging your mother to let him come home and promising never to hit her again. Part of you wants your mother to testify so that Marquis will get sent away. But another part of you misses Marquis and wants him to come home.
Appendix C

ROLE PLAY INTERVIEW OF MARIA FLORES

Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer

You are the prosecutor assigned to the case of People v. Manuel Mendez. Mr. Mendez, age 20, is charged with statutory rape of Maria Flores, age 14. According to police reports, Ms. Flores does not want to cooperate in the prosecution. She is coming to your office today for an interview. Your purpose in this interview is to convince Ms. Flores to testify.

You know the following information from the report filed by Child Protective Services (CPS), the police report, and a conversation with the detective who interviewed Ms. Flores and her parents. On XYZ date during the school day, 14-year-old Maria Flores visited the school-based clinic; she was complaining of nausea and fatigue. After a brief examination, the nurse, Sancha Dorton, discovered that Maria was approximately 15-20 weeks pregnant. Maria did not know that she was pregnant. Upon questioning, she identified her 20-year-old boyfriend, Manuel Mendez, as the father. She begged the nurse not to tell her parents. She reported that her father was very strict, and had forbidden her from seeing Manuel. Maria said she was afraid her father would try to make her have an abortion when he found out.

The same afternoon, Ms. Dorton reported the pregnancy to CPS. An emergency response worker from CPS contacted Maria’s parents to arrange for an interview later that evening. During the interview, the worker disclosed the pregnancy to Mr. and Mrs. Flores in their daughter’s presence. Mr. Flores became enraged and began cursing at his daughter, calling her a “whore” and threatening to kill her and Manuel. Mrs. Flores remained silent during the entire interview, and simply turned to her husband when the worker asked a question. Maria was unable to respond to the worker’s questions. She cried throughout the interview, and was visibly afraid of her father. Concerned about Mr. Flores’ threats and Maria’s safety, the worker removed Maria from her home and arranged for her to remain temporarily in the local children’s shelter.

The worker contacted the police who arrested Manuel after a brief interview. Manuel admitted that he had an intimate relationship with Maria, and claimed that he wanted to marry her. When he learned of Maria’s pregnancy, he seemed happy and said he wanted to raise the child with Maria. He was cooperative and polite, and very concerned about Maria’s welfare.

A fingerprint check revealed that Manuel was arrested at age 14 for vandalism (graffiti), and completed a community service project. He dropped out of school at age 16, and is currently unemployed. He lives with his mother, who is an invalid. They live off her social security income. Although Manuel has tattoos associated with a local gang, he denies gang involvement and is not known by police as a gang member. The police arrested Manuel and he is in custody awaiting a preliminary hearing on the statutory rape charge.
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ROLE PLAY INTERVIEW OF MARIA FLORES

Instruction Sheet for Maria Flores

You are 14 years-old and live with your parents and younger brother. You attend high school and have average grades, although your grades have been slipping this year. Your father is an alcoholic, and is physically and emotionally abusive toward you, your brother, and your mother. Your mother is afraid of your father and is unable to protect you and your brother. You would have run away a long time ago, but you feel that you need to protect your mother and your brother.

You met Manuel Mendez (age 20) over a year ago at a party. You are deeply in love with him, and you want to spend your life with him. He is the first person who has ever really cared for you. Your father has forbidden you from seeing Manuel. Your father says that Manuel is too old for you and accuses Manuel of gang activity. You believe that your father just doesn’t want you to be happy. He doesn’t know Manuel and has only met him once.

Manuel is unemployed, but he assures you that he is not a gang member. You believe him. He lives with his mother and can’t find work. You have been skipping school and sneaking out at night to see Manuel. You have had sexual relations with him several times over the last several months. He has asked you to marry him and promises to wait for you. You were surprised to learn that you were pregnant because Manuel had assured you that he had timed your sexual encounters to avoid pregnancy. Because he is older and more experienced, you trusted his judgment. You want to have the baby and raise it with Manuel.

You are relieved to be away from your father, and you spend your time fantasizing about marrying Manuel and raising your child together. You would do anything to protect Manuel, and you refuse to cooperate with his prosecution.

Feel free to make up any additional facts about your life or the events in question as needed during the course of the interview.
ROLE PLAY OF INTERVIEW OF ANGELA SUTTON

Instruction Sheet for State’s Attorney/Interviewer

You are the prosecutor in the case of People v. James Nelson. Mr. Nelson, age 38, has been charged with sexual abuse of his 13-year-old niece, Angela Sutton. Angela, who has already been interviewed by the school principal, a Child Protective Services worker, and a forensic interviewer is coming with her mother to your office for an interview. Your purpose in this interview is to determine whether you have enough evidence to prove the charges and to determine whether Angela is able to testify effectively.

You know the following information from a report written by the forensic interviewer and a brief telephone conversation with Angela’s mother. On XYZ date, Angela disclosed to a friend that her uncle Jim had been sexually molesting her since she was 9 years-old. The friend told her mother, who reported it to Angela’s teacher. The teacher notified the principal, Mr. Thomas, who questioned Angela. At first, Angela denied that anything had happened, and then dissolved into tears, saying she was too embarrassed to talk about it.

Mr. Thomas called Child Protective Services, and a social worker interviewed Angela and her parents that evening at their home. Again, Angela initially denied that anything happened and accused her friend of making the whole thing up. With prodding from the worker, however, she eventually confirmed that Uncle Jim had “touched her privates with his privates,” although she had trouble providing details. Angela’s parents seemed suspicious of her, and asked her repeatedly if she was just trying to get attention. Mrs. Sutton, in particular, seemed protective of her brother and unable to believe that he was capable of sexual abuse. She kept saying that the whole thing was a misunderstanding.

CPS arranged for a forensic expert to interview Angela on tape. The interview was observed by a police detective and a developmental psychologist who were seated on the other side of a one-way mirror. Angela again confirmed that her uncle had “touched her privates.” She said that it happened more than 10 times and convincingly described where the incidents took place. However, she was too upset and embarrassed to describe exactly what the uncle had done to her. She also seemed to have some difficulty understanding the interviewer’s questions. The psychologist observed that Angela did not seem to have any vocabulary for describing the relevant body parts. The forensic team concluded that Mr. Nelson had molested Angela repeatedly over a four year period. However, they were doubtful about the chances for a successful conviction given Angela’s inability to talk about the molest or to provide details.

Angela’s pediatrician also conducted a physical examination. The results were consistent with repeated vaginal penetration.
ROLE PLAY OF INTERVIEW OF ANGELA SUTTON

Instruction Sheet for Angela Sutton

You are 13 years old, and live with your younger sister (5 years old) and your parents. You are a reserved child, and you have trouble academically. In particular, you have trouble following verbal directions. You read at a level two years below your grade.

When you were 9 years old, your Uncle Jim started pressuring you to orally copulate him. He told you that you were his favorite child, and that your activities had to be a secret because the other cousins would be jealous if they found out. Although you were resistant at first, you eventually agreed to his demands. You wanted his attention, and you were afraid he’d tell your parents and you would get in trouble. After about a year, he began penetrating you vaginally – first with his finger and then with his penis. You were very resistant, but he told you that he would kill you with his gun if you didn’t “cooperate” or if you told anyone. You believed him.

You have tried very hard to act like everything was “normal” because you think the whole thing is your fault, and you know your parents would be very angry at you if they found out. You told your friend, Jackie, when your uncle threatened to “do the same thing” to your little sister if you stopped cooperating.

You regret having told anyone, and you are terrified to help the police put your uncle in jail. You feel guilty and ashamed, and you’re afraid the social worker is going to take you away from your family. You’re also afraid that your Uncle Jim may come and kill you. Your mother has been crying every day, your father is furious, and your sister is having nightmares. Your parents think you are lying or that you seduced your uncle. You are also extremely embarrassed, and refuse to go to school. You are convinced that everyone knows what you’ve been doing. You are fairly unsophisticated, even for a 13-year-old, and do not know the terminology for body parts or sexual activities (i.e., you do not know or use words such as copulate, penetration, penis or vagina). You do not want to be interviewed again. The lady from the team told you that, if you told them everything, no one else would have to ask you any more questions. You just want the whole thing to be over with.